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The World’s
Highest Quality
Marine Products

Home of the
Ultra Anchor™



Safe & secure anchoring is all about the equipment. Quickline provides the highest quality 316L stainless steel anchoring gear that’s
effective and easy to use. And you’ll enjoy a restful night’s sleep at anchor because Quickline delivers holding power you can trust.

As strong as it is beautiful, the Ultra Anchor is produced for the discerning yachtsman who
only wants the best for the safety of his vessel, passenger and crew.

Ultra Anchors’ self-righting design is simply better. The shank is hollow, and the base is filled
with lead. This puts the center-of-gravity near the tip so that when the anchor hits bottom it
is in a penetrating position to pierce the sea floor.

Upon retrieval, the anchor’s precision design also allows it to automatically right itself as it
aligns onto the bow roller; thus saving time and strain on your windlass.

Why settle for a dull galvanized, ineffective anchor? No need, when you can set your vessel
apart with this highly-polished 316L stainless steel gem that is tough and effective. Ultra Anchor
adds class and sparkle to your bow, and reflects pride of ownership.

Ultra Anchor

Easy to use and instantly accessible—Quickline Flat Rope & Reel is the answer to storing
mooring, towing, anchoring or extra line onboard your boat. Quickline flat rope won’t
tangle because it’s mounted on a self-storing, high quality 316L stainless steel reel that
dispenses line as needed. Simply let the line pay out and crank it in—no fouling of the
line. It’s that easy!

Durable Delrin® reel bearings and Teflon® fairleads ensure smooth,
lasting operation. Quickline Flat Rope & Reel is easily mounted to
railing hardware or flat surfaces. The reel comes in three sizes com-
plete with a mounting kit and an ingenious reel handle. The handle
uses a standard winch handle connection,
a shackle buster, three deck fitting keys,
and can be used as a spare winch handle.

Polyester Flat Rope (White) Character: SINKS
• UV Resistance: High — Manufactured from polyester thread • Stretch: 3-4%

• Breaking Strengths: 3.000 kg (6,600 lbs.) • Weight: 60 gr/meter

These flat ropes are designed to stretch as loads increase; this feature allows it to absorb
hard, sudden surges so your cleats don’t have to. Units come in three reel sizes and three
line lengths and they perform similarly to 3-strand 5/8” nylon rope.

Quickline Flat Rope & Reel

Maximum Boat Weight (metric tons) Anchor Size
Powerboat Sailboat Catamaran Kgs. Lbs.

Sail Power

UA05 1.6 1.2 0.8 1 5 11

UA08 2.7 2 1.3 1.7 8 18

UA12 4.8 3.6 2.4 3 12 26

UA16 9.3 7 4.7 6 16 35

UA21 16 12 8 10 21 46

UA27 24 18 12 15 27 60

UA35 35 26 17.3 22 35 77

UA45 50 37 24.7 31 45 100

UA60 73 55 37 46 60 132

UA80 112 85 57 71 80 176

UA100 160 120 80 100 100 220

UA130 240 180 120 150 130 290

UA160 350 260 170 210 160 350

UA200 530 400 265 330 200 440

UA250 800 600 400 500 250 550

UA300 1110 830 550 700 300 660

UA360 1520 1140 760 950 360 800

Larger sizes also available. More detailed information found at www.Quickline.us

ULTRA
ANCHOR
TYPE

Specifications
Unit # Line Length Reel Diameter Weight

(feet) (inches) (lbs.)

QL3040 135 15 12

QL3060 200 18 18

QL3080 265 21 23

QLF3040 135 15 9

QLF3060 200 18 14

QLF3080 265 21 18

QLF35120 400 21 21
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• Chain connection device made from 316L stainless steel

• Upon retrieval, automatically disengages from chain

• Enhances safety—reduces time on rolling deck

• Bullet shape passes smoothly over rollers

The Ultra Chain Grab is made of 316L stainless steel. Its spherical
fork hooks onto the anchor chain on deck, and stays attached when
in tension, as the anchor chain is lowered into the sea. There is no
need to lean over the pulpit to attach the chain grab because it rolls
effortlessly over and through the bow roller…unlike other chain
hooks. Upon retrieval, Ultra Chain Grab simply applies the forces of
gravity to disengage from the anchor chain.

Specifications
Size Chain Size– inches (mm)

# 6 3/16 (6)

# 8 1/4 & 5/16 (7 &8)

# 10 3/8 (10)

# 13 7/16 & 1/2 (12 &13)

# 16 5/8 (16)

# 20 11/16 & 3/4 (20)

Larger Sizes Available on Special Order

Ultra Chain Grab

• Self-storing line—never snags
• Multiple Uses—anchor rode,
mooring, dock line, shore line,
jackline & safety

• Excellent dinghy tow line
• 3 Different Reel Diameters
• 3 Different Line Lengths
• 2 Different Line Materials
• Suitable for boats 20 -80 feet

Polypropylene Flat Rope (Yellow) Character: FLOATS
• UV Resistance: High — Manufactured from polypropylene multifiloment string.
• Stretch: 7-8% • Breaking Strengths: 2.000 kg (4,400 lbs.) • Weight: 45 gr/meter

A single Stanchion Mounting Kit is available
for all sizes of Quickline Reels.

Stanchion in use

Standard Mounting Kit



Ultra Rubber
Shock Absorbers

Ultra Stainless Steel
Shock Absorbers
Ultra Stainless Steel Shock Absorbers are made of 316L stainless
steel. Simply attach a section of the chain to each end of the
shock absorber, and you’re ready to go!

Our Ultra Snubber customers were very impressed with our Ultra Rubber Shock Absorbers and asked us to offer them individually for use on dock lines, moorings, and other locations.

These are not your every-day shock absorbers, the Ultra Rubber Shock Absorber is durable,
UV resistant, and it will give you many, many years of reliable shock absorption from
wind and wave action. Simply thread and wrap your line through the shock absorber!

Specifications
Unit # Rope Size–inches (mm)

SR03 1/2 (12)

SR04 9/16 (12)

SR05 5/8 (18)

SR06 3/4 (22)

SR07 1 (26)

Reduce the negative effects of a loaded anchor chain on your
windlass and the creaking of a taut chain on your bow roller.
Our Ultra Snubbers eliminate these concerns by transferring chain
pressure from the windlass to the mooring cleats with a shock
absorbing line and rubber shock absorber.

While at anchor the
bridle configuration
reduces swing because
the vessel is always
pointed into the wind.
Both sides of the bridle
absorb anchor chain
load so there is less
pressure on bow cleats.

•Works in compression
and torque, will not
fail under tension

• Works in compression,
can’t separate under load

Put an end to galvanized or
corroded anchor chain shackles.
The Ultra Flip Swivel is a beau-
tifully crafted 316L stainless
steel swivel that is strong, safe
and the most efficient way to
connect your anchor chain to
the anchor; better than any
other device or system.

The swivel head allows the
chain to move 30 degrees
in every direction without
disturbing or dislodging a set
anchor. Its breaking strength
is greater than the chain. The
ball and socket design is self-
cleaning so it always rotates.
Teflon coating of ball ensures
smooth rotation.

When retrieving the anchor, Ultra Flip Swivel forces the anchor off center, which
allows gravity to rotate the anchor upright and aligning it with bow rollers, thus
avoiding wear and tear on the windlass and deck hardware. The rear bridge supports
the anchor shank to allow it to rotate. No more reaching over the bow rail on a
pitching foredeck to adjust the anchor position and stow it. It enhances safety in
that it reduces your time on a rolling deck. (See video on www.Quickline.us)

• Strongest way to connect chain to anchor

• Makes easy passage of anchor over bow
roller—will not bind like shackles

• Back bridge supports anchor over roller to
allow anchor to rotate into correct position

• Ball is Teflon coated to provide smoother
rotation and a more durable surface

• Nub forces anchor to side so anchor’s own
weight causes it to rotate into proper position

Ultra Anchor Connector/
Ultra Flip Swivel

Ultra Anchor Connector/
Ultra Flip Swivel Specifications

Anchor Chain Breaking Length Chain Part (mm) Anchor Part (mm)
Unit # Size (in.)/(mm) Strength (lbs.) (A mm) (bx cxdxex f) (B x C x D x E x F)

UFS06 3/16 (6) 7,308 121 25 x 7.6 x 7x 9 x 11 35 x 16x 11x 13x 31 14 x 17 13 kg

UFS08 5/16 (8) 12,410 147.5 30 x 9.4 x 9 x 11 x 14.5 40 x 19 x 13 x 16 x 36.5 18.5 x 20 20 kg

UFS10 3/8 (10) 18,830 168 35 x 11.6 x 11 x 13 x 17 45 x 21 x 14.5 x 18 x 40 21 x 22.5 32 kg

UFS13 1/2 (13) 38,600 211.5 45x 15.2x 14.5x 16.5x23 55 x 26 x 18 x 23 x 51.5 26.5 x 30 61 kg

UFS16 5/8 (16) 63,820 250 53 x 18.2 x 18 x 20 x 27 65x30.6x22x27x59 33 x 36 106 kg

UFS20 3/4 (20) 93,030 309 65 x 23 x 22 x 26 x 34 80 x 38 x 26 x 32 x 72 40 x 40.5 200 kg

UFS26 1 (26) 127,640 308 80 x 30 x 26 x 33 x 43 100 x 48 x 32 x 40 x 77 (No Bridge) 380 kg

Custom orders for large vessels are welcomed. Provide your chain and anchor size, and we’ll quote
you a price. Ultra Bearing Swivel for Super Yachts up to 26 mm Chain and 500 kg Anchors— and larger.

• Assists in aligning anchor with bow roller

• Stainless steel swivel swings 30 degrees before set anchor
position is impacted

• Stronger than anchor chain • Back hex bolt will not rotate

Ultra Snubbers

• Available in single leg and bridle configurations
• Ultra Snubbers carry all the anchor chain load—not
the windlass

• Eliminates chain noise—promoting a good night’s sleep

• The bridle configuration transfers
chain load to both bow cleats and
allows you to cant the boat into
the wind by adjusting the legs

• Included Ultra Rubber Shock
Absorbers and nylon lines
absorb wind and wave shock—
not deck hardware

Side View Top View

Bridle Single

Maximum
Non-Ultra
Anchor
Weight

Flipping
Bridge

(G x H) (mm)

Specifications

Unit # Chain Size (in.)

SSS06 5/16 to 3/8

SSS08 3/8 to 1/2



8700 Warner Ave. #160, Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone 714-843-6964 • Fax 714-843-6906 • sales@quickline.us
www.quickline.us or www.ultraanchors.us for more information

Limited Warranty: Quickline USA warrants that these products will be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and
service as long as the original purchasing end user owns the product. If any product proves to be defective within this period, the customer
must return the defective Product to Quickline USA. Quickline, at its sole discretion, will repair or replace the defective Product, provided that
Quickline USA investigation disclose that (a) such defect developed under normal and proper use and (b) the Product is covered under this
limited Warranty. Repair or replacement of the defective Product shall be Quickline’s sole obligation and the customer’s sole remedy
hereunder. The customer is liable and shall pay for shipment of the Products to Quickline USA.

• 316L Stainless Steel • THREE SIZES — 5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”

• Connects two lengths of chain and passes through windlass gypsy

• Use for connecting to oversize swivels

• Will not rust after installation like competing galvanized designs

• Breaking strength approximates same size BBB chain

• 316L Stainless Steel Chain

• Smooth surface cleans easily—
mud slides right off

• Frictionless surface resists
stacking in anchor locker

Ultra Bow Roller

You have anchored in a beautiful and secluded cove. But over time, you are joined by a number of boaters. You decide to leave
but discover that the new arrivals have set their anchors across yours. Now the anchor rodes are crossed.
What to do? It’s simple! Use the Ultra Trip Hook to clear the offending anchor rode or chain.
Here’s how: Take-up your anchor as far as possible. Lower the Ultra Trip Hook and catch the offending rode. Recover your anchor
and trip the hook to release the offending rode. You’re on your way, and a big problem has become a minor irritant!

The Ultra Anchor Tensioner provides a sleek and streamlined
method to easily secure the anchor into the roller assembly.
No tools required for installation or removal. Simply slip the
loop end over windlass drum or a cleat and secure the other
end to your chain or anchor connection point, tighten the
turnbuckle and the anchor is secure. To remove, pick up load
on windlass and loosen turnbuckle. The grab (UATG), short
hook (UATH-S), and clip (UATC) configurations connect to
the chain. The long hook configuration (UATH-L) connects to
the head of anchor (specify length when ordering). Loop is

made from 3/8" Dyneema.

Ultra Bow Rollers are built
to last. Where our competi-
tors build to minimum
specifications, Ultra Bow
Rollers are built from sturdy
316L stainless steel to face
the challenging marine
environment and perform as intended for years to
come. The design is truly a study of “form follows
function.” Ultra Bow Rollers are available in Fixed
or Articulated versions with 10 sizes to fit practically
any vessel—each model can accommodate three
different anchor sizes.

The Ultra Bow Roller—Articulated version features
an articulating arm that cradles the anchor between
stainless steel tips and guides it over two durable
Delrin® sheaves. This makes anchor launch and
retrieval safe and easy. Owners of non-self launching
anchors such as Bruce, CQR and Danforth type
anchors particularly appreciate this feature because
the articulated Ultra Bow Roller self launches these
anchors without requiring assistance from the crew.
When the anchor is on deck, the adjustable retaining
bar secures it firmly in place.

Note—All Ultra Anchors will self launch from the
fixed or articulated versions due to the location of
the center of gravity and shape of the shank.

Three base plates (short, medium and long) are
available for different deck configurations. Custom
orders are welcomed. Simply contact us to discuss
your vessel’s requirements.

Ultra Trip Hook

Ultra Anchor Tensioner

Articulated

Fixed

Specifications
Unit # Chain Size (in.)
SC06 6mm (3/16)
SC08 8mm (5/16)
SC10 10mm (3/8)
SC12 12mm (1/2)

Ultra Stainless Steel Chain

Ultra Connecting Links

1 2 3

• Untangle fouled anchor
lines quickly and easily

• Transfers fouled rode from
your anchor—easy clearing

• Made of 316L stainless steel

Fits all
popular
anchors

Unit # Chain Size/Connection Length Between Connections

UATG8 5/16” Chain (8 mm) Approx. 17.5”-20.5”
UATG10 3/8” Chain (10 mm) Approx. 21.5”-25”
UATG13 1/2” Chain (12 mm) Approx. 22.5”-25.5”

UATH-L Customer Specified Length

UATH-S Approx. 15”-18”

UATC Approx. 17”-21.5”

Two pieces make one link

• Choice of Articulated or Fixed Bow Rollers
• 316L stainless steel, beautifully hand-polished
to a mirror finish

• Over-built to last the lifetime of the vessel
• Articulated Bow Rollers secure and launch all
popular anchors

• Retaining bar restrains anchor movement
• Multiple sizes
• Roller made of Delrin® for dependable
long life and abrasive service

• Custom Base Plates

Dealer Name Here:

Ultra Anchor
Tensioner Grab

MADE FROM 316L STAINLESS STEEL • AMSTEEL/DYNEEMA LINE

Ultra Anchor
Tensioner Hook-Short

Ultra Anchor
Tensioner Hook- Long

Ultra Anchor
Tensioner Clip

Hook Configuration connects
to head of anchor

Hook Configuration connects to
chain near anchor connection point

Clip Configuration connects
to 5/8” or 3/8” chain

Specifications


